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Demand for bulk storage and handling equipment is increasing 
worldwide. Volumes and competitive pricing in grain handling 
charges require efficient solutions. Bentall Rowlands Silo 
Storage Ltd manufactures the right quality of product to 
produce the efficiency savings required to justify the investment.

Commitment
Engineering expertise and commitment to the highest 
standards are hallmarks of the modern focused company. 
It constantly applies the latest computer aided technology 
to ensure the customer’s requirements are fulfilled and 
the products supplied are the best equipment available.

Customer Care
Experienced erection supervision, dedicated customer care 
and product backup complement our services allowing us to 
continuously refine a mutually beneficial relationship.

Bentall Rowlands Silo Storage Ltd 
specialises in the production
of grain storage, handling and 
processing equipment for agriculture
 and industrial customers.
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Bentall Rowlands is a leading UK 
manufacturer of galvanised steel silos. 
Our range includes flat bottom silos, 
hopper bottom silos, square bins and 
grain conditioning equipment, providing 
complete storage and processing 
equipment solutions for both the 
agricultural and industrial markets 
throughout the UK and Worldwide.    

Bentall Rowlands was established in the early 19th century. 
The company can trace its origins back to the industrial and 
agricultural revolutions that sent waves of influence around 
the world. From then to the present day Bentall Rowlands 
has evolved throughout the years to become an innovative 
and successful company in the manufacture of turnkey 
storage installations, bulk storage handling and processing 
equipment for agricultural and industrial markets. With over 
200 years of experience our reputation for providing world 
class products and service is widely recognised. We are 
continuously developing our knowledge and product ranges 
to meet the increasing market demand.

Bentall Rowlands Silo Storage Ltd manufactures the right 
quality of product to produce the efficiency savings required 
to justify the investment.

Our engineering and technical expertise combined with 
continued focus on customer satisfaction places us in 
a strong position to capitalise on the expanding market 
in storage systems. We have the capabilities to design, 
manufacture, supply and install storage systems from our 
extensive range of products, providing a comprehensive 
end to end solution which can be designed to your specific 
requirements.

Due to the increasing demand for water storage, Bentall 
Rowlands also manufactures a wide range of galvanised 
steel water tanks for a wide range of agricultural and 
industrial purposes.

Our intention to remain at the forefront of this business 
sector has already been established, with key preferred 
supplier status being achieved with major companies 
throughout the world.
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Country:
Tanzania
Project:
Bakhresa
Capacity:
97,000 tonnes
Handling Rate:
250 tph

As you drive along the main road in Dar es Salaam from the 
airport you pass the impressive Azam site. On this site Bentall 
Rowlands have supplied 15 large grain storage silos. These silos 
are our model 22-17, 22 metres diameter by 17 rings. Each silo 
has a cubic capacity of 8,300 cubic metres. This gives a total 
storage capacity of 97, 700 tonnes of wheat. Each silo was 
supplied with a 50 tph sweep auger and grain conditioning fan. 
All of the silos have temperature monitoring cables which are 
linked back to a central control system.  

This project has 
a total capacity 
of 97,000 tonnes.
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Country:
Burundi
Project:
Minolacs Flour Mill
Capacity:
9,740 tonnes
Handling Rate:
100 tph

Set high on a hill, deep in the Burundi countryside, is the Minolacs 
flour mill. The customer needed to guarantee that they were supplying 
flour of the highest quality to this remote part of the country.

We worked very closely with Buhler to ensure that this project 
was delivered on time and to budget. We supplied all elements 
of the project which included the silos, catwalks, machinery 
tower, sweeps, discharge augers and aeration systems.

The grain storage project is split into two sections; the main 
f lat bottom silos and the day bin hopper bottom silos. The flat 
bottom silos are 17 metre diameter by 10 rings with a unit storage 
capacity of 2,300 tonnes of wheat. The hopper bottom silos are 
4 metre diameter by 10 rings each holding 135 tonnes of wheat. 
The hopper silos were designed specifically for this project and 
have a gate clearance of 3 metres which is to allow for a metering 
system attached to the cone outlet.

As well as our standard catwalk system, we manufactured the 
machinery tower. The tower is a 3 metre square tower, 21 metres 
tall, with two main floors for access to the top catwalk systems 
as well as support and access to the cleaner and elevator head.

Large flour 
storage facility 
in Burundi.
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These five 25 metre diameter by 25 ring silos are the largest steel 
grain storage silos in the port of Dar es Salaam. They tower 37 
metres above ground and can clearly be seen when landing at the 
international airport. Each silo has a cubic volume of 15,500m3 
give a storage capacity of over 12,000 tonnes of wheat. 

The silos were fitted with high capacity sweep augers; not only 
do they have to trim the silos at a high rate but also need to allow 
the very high gravity discharge rate. The catwalks are 2.5 metres 
wide, specially engineered to take the high loads from the 1,200 
tph conveyors feeding them. The piggy-backed conveyers are so 
large that we added a conveyor drive access platform 2 metres 
above the main catwalk.  SILO & BULK
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Country:
Tanzania
Project:
Kurasini
Capacity:
60,000 tonnes
Handling Rate:
1,200 tph

Specially engineered 
catwalks installed to 
take the high loads.
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Custom-designed 
discharge auger 
manufactured for 
this project.

Country:
Kenya
Project:
Lengetia Farm
Capacity:
3,000 tonnes
Handling Rate:
50 tph
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Set on the edge of one of the national parks in Kenya is 
Lengetia farm. This progressive farmer understands the value of 
storing grain and selling it out of season. The first stage of this 
development was seven 7 metre diameter by 5 ring, 45 degree 
hopper silos. 

Each silo holds 225 tonnes of wheat and are filled and emptied by 
a transport auger. The second stage of the development was the 
addition of three 9 metre diameter by 8 rings, each silo holding 
over 500 tonnes of wheat. These silos are a little unusual in that 
they sit on top of a concrete hopper. 

This hopper adds an extra 20 tonnes of storage. We supplied 
an “in-cone” aeration system; each duct run being connected 
externally by steel pipework. The discharge auger is also custom 
designed. Each concrete cone has a auger tube and inlet. A 
single head section was supplied and this can be moved from silo 
to silo.  
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The aim of introducing long term bulk storage silos was to reduce 
the cost of warehouse storage and subsequent distribution for 
GBHL clients. Moreover it became crucial in providing a distribution 
hub for commodity traders and relief agencies to expand their 
use of Mombasa to service regional demand.

Construction of the 55,000 tonne grain storage system began 
in early 2006. In phase I a total of 25,000 tonnes of bulk storage 
was commissioned and in operation by August 2006. Phase II 
with 35,000 tonnes, was completed by mid-2007.

GBHL anticipates that this increased storage capacity, while 
satisfying current market requirements, will not be enough to 
meet future demand. As a result, the design work has already 
taken place for a third phase providing a fur ther nine silos of 
5,000 tonnes each plus 4 silos of 1,250 tonnes – a total long 
term bulk storage capacity of 105,000 tonnes. This development 
will also include rail weighing and delivery systems.

These 18 metre diameter silos have internal struts as requested 
by GBHL. The standard G600 galvanised specification is ideally 
suited to this large port side installation. The 600 tph fil l ing 
conveyors are supported off the silos wall/struts, therefore 
avoiding costly independent supports to ground.

These additions to 
GBHL facilities have 
encouraged the 
required developments 
further down the 
transport chain.
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Country:
Kenya
Project:
Grain Bulk Handling Ltd
Capacity:
55,000 tonnes
Handling Rate:
600 tph
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Each silo holds 5,000 
tonnes of grain, giving 
a total storage capacity 
of 180,000 tonnes.

Sayga is Sudan’s premier food company and one of the country’s 
most dynamic and successful organisations. Sayga is well-positioned 
to be Sudan’s first regional food company and partner of choice. 
In 1996, Sayga Flour Mills began producing Sayga’s flagship 
product, high-quality bakery flour, supplying the dietary needs 
of the majority of the Sudanese population. This wheat-based 
flour is produced by highly sophisticated Swiss machinery with 
fully-automated production lines for flour, semolina and bran to 
meet the various requirements of both the retail and industrial 
food sectors.

With an equally power ful supply chain, Sayga boasts its own 
bulk-grain terminal and storage silos at Port Sudan, enabling the 
supply of mills with approximately 1,500,000 tonnes of grain annually. 
Deliveries are handled using both road and rail transportation, 
including Sayga’s own fleet of railway locomotives, shunters and 
wagons. With a geographic presence in 90% of Sudan, growth 
will also be fuelled by providing supply services to third parties 
within Sudan and beyond.

Country:
North Sudan
Project:
Sayga
Capacity:
180,000 tonnes
Handling Rate:
600 tph
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Bentall Rowlands 
donated an Apache 
hopper to the local 
village as a special 
thank you for their 
assistance in the 
project.

Country:
Malawi
Project:
Mangochi, Luchenza
& Mzuzu silos
Capacity:
18,000 tonnes
Handling Rate:
150 tph

Turnkey Civil and Structural Engineering Design for Grain Silos 
in Malawi. 25,000m³ Maize Storage and Handling Facility for the 
Government of Malawi.

Contracted by the Government to provide all civil designs, 
engineering and construction of three complete turnkey storage 
facilities, the first of their kind in Malawi. The projects utilised 
a local civil construction company to prepare all civil works in 
accordance with our site designs and plans. Regular inspection 
takes place through our UK consultant engineer / surveyor to 
ensure strict compliance.

All silo structures were fabricated in the UK and shipped 
to Malawi for subsequent erection. Handling equipment, 
conveyors, weighers, augers and temperature monitoring 
systems were all provided by Bentall Rowlands including 
a 500 KVA standby generator to complete the facility.
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Bentall Rowlands Silo Storage Ltd 

Dragonby Vale Enterprise Park, 

Mannaberg Way,

Scunthorpe, 

North Lincolnshire,

DN15 8XF, United Kingdom

T:  +44(0)1724 282828  

F:  +44(0)1724 280021

E:  info@bentallrowlands.com

www.bentallrowlands.com

CE Certified, UK Industrial Silo Manufacturer
Eurocode and ANSI Designs Available


